CHAPTER FIVE

Nantes,

Law

Student

1698-1701
Rennes was the

capital of Brittany: it was the seat of the provincial parliament
and the Etats des Bretagne held their sessions there. But Nantes from time to
time challenged Rennes for the honour of being the real capital. It was after all
the main port through which the province's trade passed. Above all it was the

university town.

The University of Nantes, like all the main seats of higher education in the late
middle ages, owed it origins to a papal charter. The Bull issued by Pius II in 1460
states that Nantes was chosen
it was the most fertile region of the province, because also of its being
on the river Loire which was navigable for the length of 200 miles, and
because it was in communication with the rest of France by sea, because this
happy position made it ideally suited to encourage studies, also the purity of the
air there and easy communications with men of learning in other lands, etc.

because
built

1

It is interesting to note that a generation after Claude's time somewhat similar
reasons were cited as motives for changing the law school from there as they were
not conducive to the serious application to the real business of a university, namely,
study! And by that time Rennes was considered the more appropriate site for the
law school. But when Claude set off for Nantes in October 1 698 the University
of Nantes was secure in its position as the intellectual centre of the province. It
comprised the four faculties of Theology, Law, Arts and Medicine. The Law
Faculty was considered to be the most important.
Scarcely any hard facts about Claude's studies at Nantes have been recorded,
which is unfortunate as it must have been a very formative period in his
development. We have of course the usual generalities from Fr. Thomas, and
a paragraph or so in Claude's retreat notes which almost certainly refer to this
period. As these will take on more flesh and blood after a look at the general scene
as known from other sources we leave them for quoting later.
It is not known where Claude stayed while in Nantes but it is possible that he
lodged with relatives of the family on the mother's side, and Claude's visit to
Nantes the previous year was presumably a contact for him with his relatives or
family friends through business. It would have been such a welcome help to us if
some letters written by Claude during this period to his parents or to his sister had
survived, but the great fire of 1720 destroyed the family records.
It was a three -year course for the Licentiate in Law. The first two years were
devoted to a course in civil and canonical law, to which was added a course in
French law. During his first year he would have followed the lectures of the two
professors who gave commentaries on the Code of Canon Law and the Justinian
code. Knowing Claude to have been a natural student we can imagine that he took
his studies seriously, more than was said for a number of his companions. Indeed
the law students in particular had a very bad reputation for being interested in
almost all the aspects of life in this great seaport except the technicalities of law.
This can be read between the lines in the royal ordonnance which eventually
transferred the school of law to Rennes in 1735 where it states:
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The authorities in the Parliament and all those connected with the legal
profession would be in a better position to supervise not merely the studies
of their children but their behaviour and morals instead of being obliged as
at present to send them to study at Nantes where they are left to shift for
themselves at an age when they are too immature as yet, and where they
neglect their studies and are exposed to all the occasions of dissipation and
unruly behaviour that are associated with a place frequented by so

many

foreigners, etc. 2

Other sources are much more explicit in their castigation of the low level of legal
knowledge displayed by those attempting to practise law, fresh from their studies
and their antics. It is alleged that they spent far more time at the theatre, where by
law they were allowed as students a certain limited number of free passes, and at
the marionette shows.

To

quote a contemporary:

Instead of being locked in intellectual conflict with their professors in the halls
of learning, they are engaged in brawls, in fist fights, even in sword fights on
the streets and at the outskirts of the town. 3

with this background in mind, and much more besides, that the generalities
and the moralisings of Fr. Thomas take on a new dimension:
It is

now young

des Places had lived under rather close supervision. His
and mother excused him from nothing that was of consequence. In
person or through tutors they gave him all the training needed for his
upbringing. Being unable to follow him to Nantes, they were forced to
leave him to his own devices. His father was widely known and probably
had friends in Nantes also. It is only twenty leagues away from Rennes. It
is likely that he earnestly commended his son to some of them. But friends
are rarely watchful enough and do not take note of everything against which
a young man should be warned. And, after all, a young man is no longer to be
treated like a child. He is supposed to be able to take care of himself in public,
especially when he is a law student. Young des Places was then about eighteen
years old, and he displayed all the physical and mental attainments one could
desire; he was rather well built
(sentence unfinished).
Claude lived among a great number of young men of good social standing
who had come from the provinces to study law at Nantes. Their intentions
were similar to his own. At Rennes he had only passing contacts with them.
Now he felt he had money to spend and could cut a good figure in the
world. His eagerness to make friends and establish advantageous relations
caused him to become more and more involved in worldly affairs. He found
resistance hard and, since he lacked experience, he failed to perceive the
dangers he ran. 4
Until

father

.

.

.

Well, what should Claude have done about all this? Fr. Thomas goes on from
his ivory tower, as if he were repeating the notes he had used so often in his
conferences to the aspirants to the priesthood in the seminary founded later by

Claude:

Claude

in order to preserve the good dispositions he had formed during his
should have risen above the esteem and the contempt of the world, and
especially above the respect of dissolute young men. He should have despised

retreat,

their discourses
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and

their railleries.

But he lacked the courage

to

do

so.

He

should have recalled the great truths he had meditated on during the retreat.
He should have sought the advice of wise persons, practised spiritual reading,
and sought solitude occasionally. 5

Sermonising as all this sounds in the face of a flesh and blood situation, Fr. Thomas
may have been nearer the facts than he realised, as we shall presently see; but he
was certainly much nearer the truth when he goes on to state that what kept Claude
straight in the long run was not so much the spiritual advice he received from
preachers or retreats or from spiritual books, as from the sound traditions of his
family upbringing which were part of his own moral and spiritual fibre. We leave
the last word with Fr. Thomas:
It was fortunate for him that he had received a good upbringing. All the
counsels of a father and of a virtuous mother who loved him and whom he
loved tenderly in return were not soon to be wiped out, and God's grace had
not abandoned him.

when Claude himself looked back on

those years and on the remarkable
which he had surmounted the temptations which he had so vividly felt,
he had no hesitation in attributing his preservation to the grace of God. We look
in vain of course for any concrete details as his "confession" is not the proud or
even the penitent enumeration of his own exploits but a confession in sense used
by St. Patrick, i.e. a profession of gratitude for God's mercy and His grace. This
is how he writes in his retreat notes:

Later

manner

in

How well I remember those moments when, sad to say, I was ready to fall
over the precipice, but God's hand arrested me and prevented my fall! How
many times I found His grace blocking my road like an iron wall! Thousands
of times my criminal efforts broke down against that wall and my course was
deflected amidst my wanderings. Things offensive to God and so readily
committed by others, I found hard to do. I do not exaggerate when I say
that I found it almost impossible to do such things. Everything seemed to
put obstacles in my way; places, times and persons were against me. It took
me considerable trouble to commit sin. I had to arm myself with patience and
courage to overcome so many enemies who desired only my good; I had to go
to so much trouble that this alone was capable of repelling me from sin. 6
.

Yes,

.

.

it is

God's grace which preserves one from sinning. But God usually uses
whom one comes in contact. Where

external graces, very often the people with
Fr.

Thomas wrote

so blandly,

"He should have sought

the advice of wise persons,

was of course
and Claude being the solid and sensible sort most likely did that. In fact we
can be morally certain he did. If there was any place in Nantes that Claude would
gravitate towards it would be a house of the Jesuit Fathers, if there were such. He
had been reared by them; they were his second family and he had always been on
the best of relations with them in Rennes and at Caen. The Jesuits had a house
in Nantes, in fact a very famous one which has carved for itself a special niche in
the history of spirituality, and the director, Fr. de Rollivaud, was well known to
Claude. He had been assistant retreat master at the retreat house attached to St.
Thomas' school in Rennes from 1688 to 1696 and may well have been Claude's
own spiritual director there. It would be only natural that he would have renewed
this close contact. 7 Though the Jesuits were in Nantes since 1661 it is not clear
how extensive was their ministry apart from the retreat house they conducted at

practised spiritual reading and sought solitude occasionally", he
right,
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Hotel de Briord. Delattre informs us that they had an influential Sodality of Our

Lady and a Bona Mors society. As Claude had been closely involved in the sodality
of Our Lady when attached to St. Thomas' College in Rennes and was soon to be
part of the vital core of the sodality at Louis le Grand College in Paris, it would
be out of character for him to opt out of this contact during his years in Nantes.
Indeed the fact that he so readily adopted the special prayers of the sodality as
his own personal prayers in his rule of life would seem to point to his continued
association with the sodality. With regard to the other society run by the Jesuits
at Nantes, the Bona Mors, it is interesting to find that Claude seems to have been
very familiar with its attitude to preparation for death as is evidenced by the section
he has on that topic in his rule for his seminarians.
The principal person in the retreat house at Nantes for many years was Fr. Peter
Champion. He directed the retreats there from 1680 till his death in 1701, but
the work for which his name lived on after his death was the publication over the
years of a number of spiritual books which have remained the corner-stones of
a school of spirituality down the centuries. Fr. Champion himself would be the
first to disclaim all originality in his work. He was but publishing the teaching of
others who had great influence on a marked spiritual renewal all over Brittany
and Normandy for years. The principal figure in this school of spirituality was Fr.
Louis Lallemant S.J. who died in 1635 and who had himself not committed any of
his thoughts to writing but he had so influenced others at Paris and Rouen that the
notes of his conferences were highly treasured and widely circulated. The main
tenets of Fr. Lallemant's teaching appear to us today to be a perfectly orthodox
part of Christian spirituality, namely the insistence on the importance of attaining
purity of heart and the vital role of docility to the Holy Spirit in our lives; but in the
heady days of the 17th century in France with its battles over Jansenism, Quietism,
etc., new approaches in spirituality had to be broached gingerly. Besides, within
the Jesuit order the lines laid down in the spiritual exercises of St. Ignatius were
the orthodox path along which souls were to be guided, and this stress on the vital
role of openness to the Holy Spirit was looked on as liable to misinterpretation, to
say the least. But Fr. Lallemant's teaching, through the influence of his disciples
Frs. Rigoleuc, Surin, Maunoir and Le Grand - most of whom were connected
with Rennes' college at some stage of their career, had a dynamic influence on
the preaching of the parish missions throughout Brittany. The band of priests religious and secular, who were involved in this crusade of missions was called
the Congregation of Priests of the Holy Spirit as a result of the influence of Fr.
Lallemant's teaching on the role of the third person of the Blessed Trinity in the
spiritual life of the ordinary Christian. For years, however, no one ventured to
publish anything by the leaders in this movement or school of spirituality. At last
Fr. Champion ventured into print. He began not with the master, Fr. Lallemant,
but with a disciple, Fr. Rigoleuc who was better known locally. "The spirituality of
Tr. Rigoleuc"

appeared in 1688 and was a best-seller.

the retreat house in Rennes, as Fr. Rigoleuc

The book was

had been

a student

well

and

known

in

later a regent

there and many of the community had joined in preaching the parish missions
throughout Brittany. Then in 1694 came the masterpiece, "The Spiritual Teaching
ofFr. Lallemant", and though it did not equal the popularity of the first book it has
remained ever since one of the classics of devotional literature. This was followed
by the publication of the Spiritual letters of Fr. Surin, another member of this
school who was actually attached to the retreat house in Nantes. Again his work
has retained its place on the shelves of representative works on the spiritual life. 8
So when Claude arrived at Nantes there was an air of excitement among those
versed in the literature of the spiritual life. And if it was really true as related that he
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was the grand-nephew of Fr. Guy Le Meneust he would have a special interest for
Fr. Champion as he would be well aware that Fr. Le Meneust had been the revered
master of novices of some of the leading members of this school of spirituality at
Paris and at Rouen where Fr Lallemant had launched his spiritual teaching. 9
The ripples of the movement reached beyond the readers of spiritual classics
to the ordinary faithful via the foundation of sodalities of the Holy Spirit in parish
churches and in colleges. For example, it is on record that a chapel in the church
of Saint-Germain in Rennes, where the des Places family were parishioners from
1685-1690, was dedicated to the Holy Spirit and a sodality of the Holy Spirit was
begun there in 1698 just as Claude was leaving for Nantes. There is evidence
also that a sodality of the Holy Spirit was introduced into St. Thomas' College
around the same time. 10 Claude's being directed to Nantes at this time to do his
law studies was considered by both himself and his parents as a happy solution to
the problem which had arisen about his vocation; with the gift of hindsight we can
safely say that this contact with Nantes just then had a providential relevance for
the role the Lord had planned for him.
There were two other communities in Nantes at the time which may also have
had some influence on Claude. Fr. Thomas remarked that in his efforts to stand
up to the violent temptations of life as a university student he should from time to
time have sought solitude. He may well have done that too. There was a Carthusian
monastery in the vicinity of Nantes, and when Claude in his retreat notes mentions
that he had given some serious thought to embracing the Carthusian way of life as
one of his options, he may have been influenced to admire their vocation due to
his visits to this St. Clement's monastery at Nantes.
Then there was another community in that region known as the Community
of St. Clement founded by M. l'Abbe Rene Leveque, one of those enterprising
clerics who initiated several good works of a pastoral nature wherever he went.
Latterly he had been principally involved in the preaching of parish missions but
when he had been a clerical student in Paris he was among the first to organise
a centre for deprived students studying for the priesthood. When he returned to
Nantes after his ordination that work was carried on by an other indefatigable
cleric, Francois de Chansiergues. He was so successful as an organiser in this
area that he was approached by many throughout France to help set up such or
frugal type seminary for poor scholars. Among those who sought Chansiergues's
help to start such a seminary in Rennes were the two Canons Ferret, brothers to
the banker and counsellor who was so intimately linked with the des Places family.
Claude was familiar with that seminary founded in Rennes and with its subsequent
development. It is highly improbable that he would have spent so long in Nantes
without having had some contact with the man who started it all, as it were M. l'Abbe Rene Leveque of the Community of Saint-Clement. It was in fact to
join this community in its pastoral work that St. Grignion de Montfort headed
for Nantes in autumn 1700 after his ordination in Paris. 11 It has been taken for
granted that Claude had just left Nantes for Rennes by the time Grignion de
Montfort arrived there to take up work with Abbe Leveque, but that is not at all
certain. As the baccalaureat was a three years course Claude should normally have
remained on till 1701.
Assuming for the moment then that Claude finished his three years' course at
Nantes to qualify for his Baccalaureat in Law, his final year would have coincided
with Grignion de Montfort's sojourn in the Community of St. Clement. If that
were so, there is nothing more certain than that they would have been in contact
with much to discuss about the past and perhaps about the future. No extant
document, however, confirms such a meeting at this juncture.
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Pere Le Floch quotes the famous Latin chronicle of Christian

life

in

France

then, Gallia Christiana, as saying that Poullart des Places attended law schools in
Nantes, Caen, Angers and Paris, but while he thinks it unlikely that Claude did any

part of his legal studies in either Caen or Angers he assumes, but gives no proof,
that Claude did the final stage of his legal studies in Paris. His argument would

be that only the best would have been good enough for Mr. des Places
and as expense was no object he would in the normal course of events
have sent Claude to finish his studies in Paris. In the absence of any concrete
evidence to the contrary, it may be accepted that Claude did all his legal studies

seem

to

senior,

University of Nantes.
University at Nantes claimed control over all third level education,
including that of future priests. This applied even to the Irish College which
had set out to cater for the needs of a sizeable Irish student population, some
at the

The

of whom were in Nantes because of the strong trade links over the years between
and ports in the south of Ireland. Statistics for 1737 show that 75
ships entered Nantes from Ireland - 38 being for the Irish 'Nantais' with cargoes
of wool, hides, beef, butter, etc. Most of the students were those who had been
forced to come there to study for the priesthood in the absence of facilities in
Ireland. One student deserves mention here as he would soon be well known to
Claude, namely Dublin born Michael Moore. He did his studies at Nantes and
Paris being ordained there 1664. After having served in Paris, Dublin and Rome
he was appointed rector of the University of Paris 1701 just as Claude arrived
there to be begin his theological studies.
The University at Nantes had a special motive in asserting control over the Irish
College. Unruly local students from other institutes were being accommodated
there for tuition, thus tending to undermine discipline in the town. Letters patent
for the Irish College were sought and granted in 1666-9. Permission to hold classes
in the college itself, rather than having the students attend the university, was
conceded under strict conditions. One of these was that the 4 Gallican Articles of
the 1682 Declaration be taught there. At that time the college was poorly housed
in La rue du Chapeau Rouge but in 1690 they were allowed to move in to Maison
de la Touche which had up to then been used by the Dominican Sisters of St.
Catherine from Rennes. As that community had failed to secure the required
letters patent they were suppressed and their property forfeited in accordance with
the 1666 decree forbidding the foundation of any further religious communities
without first acquiring letters patent. 12
There is no evidence that Claude had any contact with the Irish students but it
would be impossible for him to be unaware of their presence as he travelled round
town. There was even an area called Place des Irlandais. The Jesuit community also
would be conscious of its links with Ireland and England. It is not beyond the
bounds of probability that Claude, being a Breton, would feel a natural empathy
this great port

for his fellow Celts in exile.

He had

made

Wild Geese in Rennes and
But there are two
factors about the Irish College which would have interested him as a law student
and which were later to exercise his ingenuity in eluding the far-reaching arm of
the royal edict of 1666 in the matters of letters patent and resisting the University's
insistence on the Gallican tenets in third level teaching. These we will see Later as
Claude goes about setting up his house for students in the Latin Quarter in Paris
quite close to the Irish and Scottish colleges.
Before we leave Nantes, however, it may be of interest to see the town in relation
to the apostolic work Claude was to start and the society which he was to found.
in
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Caen

already

the acquaintance of sons of the

apart from his professor of philosophy, Fr. Felix Byrne.

Nantes was famous because of its seaport. It put the town in direct contact not
merely with the rest of France in those days of poor overland communications but it
put it in contact with the great world across the seas also, more especially, however
with the French colonies. Claude must have whiled many an hour away watching
and admiring the great sailing ships come and go on their great adventures. It was
here that Claude no doubt would have had his first glimpses of the natives of those
foreign parts where the priests from his seminary were one day to minister. Nantes
was the principal port used by the French East India Company. Incidentally,
several Irish shipping families (Sarsfields, Joyces and MacCarthys) are known to
have been involved in this company. Among the more murky maritime activities
organised from Nantes was the trafficking in black slaves from Africa for enforced
service in the French colonies. Again it would appear that Irish shipowners were
deeply involved. 13
Louis XIV's Code Noir set out in 1685 to humanise the treatment of these slaves
employed in the plantations. Claude would have known of this legislation but he
might not have known how ineffective it proved to be. Had he been able to peer
into the future, he would have seen his successors declaring their total solidarity
with those slaves in French overseas territories, and it would be from Nantes that
many of these missionaries would set sail for the colonies. But this is looking too
far beyond human horizons and Claude's problem for the moment was his own
immediate future. He had not as yet discovered his real vocation, and it would
seem had not discussed the matter at all with his family since he first broached
it before setting out for Nantes.

The Moment of Truth
While Claude was occupied with his studies, enjoying the new-found freedom
away from home, and making his own contacts at Nantes in the University and
in the social and religious life of the town, he may not have faced up to his future.
It is certainly obvious from his own admission later that he had not as yet come
to terms with the personal decision as to his future. His family may have left
him very much to himself hoping that he would eventually step into line with
their hopes and plans. Claude was the type who preferred to please people than
to cause annoyance, and he makes it very clear that he was not merely respecting
his parents for all they had done but that he really loved them. His parents then
went ahead with their plans as if there was no question but that Claude, on having
finished his law studies, would in spite of some hesitations fall in with their plans.
They had made big plans in fact.
According to Besnard, Claude's mother had ordered his robe of office and sent
out the invitations for the ceremony of his being installed. That the robe in question
would be the finest quality available might be expected as Madame des Places had
specialised in the wholesale cloth trade. The question that remains unsolved is
which robe was it, that for the avocat or barrister, as worn by Claude's father,
or that of the

more

prestigious post of Conseiller du Parlement. Besnard, referring

une robe de palais, seems to believe that it was the conseiller's robe. That
there would have been a lavish celebration of Claude's being called to the bar
was to be expected, but all pointers seem to give the impression that something
bigger was being planned. To be appointed Conseiller du Parlement, Claude would
normally have to be twenty five years of age whereas he was at most twenty two.
More important was the lack of the necessary title to noble status. Apart from the
family's inability to produce its title deeds, matters had been made immeasurably
more difficult because the de Places family had been involved 'in twenty different
types of commerce'. This wiped out any title of nobility on the part of the family.
to

it

as
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There were certain options open to Mr des Places, one being to buy an office for
Claude which would entail noble status. That was what his banker friend Ferret
du Tymeur had done: he purchased the posts of seretaire du roi (royal secretary)
for both his sons thereby allowing them seats in parlement. Des Places was wealthy
enough to do the same and though there is no record of his having done so, one is
left with the impression that the des Places family had marshalled all their funds
and friends in Court to make this the big occasion planned for over the years.
It certainly seems to be the interpretation taken not merely by Claude's first
biographers, Fr. Thomas and Fr. Besnard, but also earlier on by the writer
of the secret report of L'Assemblee des Amis (1703). 14 Hence the shock and
embarrassment suffered by the family when faced with Claude's abrupt reaction.
Let us first hear Fr. Besnard's account as he dramatised, perhaps excessively,
this family scene:

His father wanted him to become a Counsellor in the Breton Parliament and
mother had so little concern over her son's inclinations that she had already
gone to the expense of making a magistrate's gown (une robe depalais) for him.
The moment he tried it on he felt an immediate distaste for the magistracy. He
approached a big mirror and while he looked at himself dressed in the gown of
Themis, he apparently decided that the main thing was to carefully weigh the
scales of justice and not to ascend the tribune to show off his purple, that he
should not become the magistrate he saw reflected in the mirror, and that it
was not so easy to assume the qualities of a judge as it was to vest in the robe
his

of his
light

office.

However

took off his

that

God

may

be,

him

that he

illuminated

him with

a penetrating

was not called to this state of life. He
gown and openly declared that he would never again put it on. 15

which made

it

clear to

Fr. Thomas, who has no place for drama in his narrative and little time even for
concrete details, just mentions the crisis in order to point out the spiritual lessons to
be learned, especially by the students of the seminary which Claude had founded,
the spiritual family, as it were, God was to give him in place of what he was now
renouncing without knowing why. Let us listen to Fr. Thomas himself:
It is easy to realise how he (des Places senior) and his whole family were
mortified when all their plans were shattered by the repugnance their son had

just shown for the legal profession. This was all the more grievous for them
because all the necessary preparations for the event had been made. And all
the people on whom his admittance depended had been approached. Though
they suffered, his father and mother were too religious to grumble. They did
of course complain to their son and even sought for an explanation because
they were unable to understand what had caused him to have this repugnance.
But perhaps he did not know the reason himself.
God had His own designs which He did not yet reveal. He destined this
only son who was so tenderly loved by them to a state that was much higher
than the one his parents contemplated. He wanted to attach him entirely to
His own service. He desired to make him a model of the most heroic virtues,
the father and head of a priestly family which was later to render great service
to the Church, and to give him a numerous progeny, one capable of multiplying
itself, and one that would last, perhaps, till the end of time. It is thus that God is
accustomed to procure for us a great good, even when He opposes those of our
schemes that do not appear unreasonable to us. Monsieur and Madame des
Places were devout enough to guard against placing themselves in opposition
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to

God's plans

if

He had made them known. However,

that they put their son's aversion to the test to see if

whim. They

still

it

prudence demanded
were not just a passing

kept hoping he would listen to reason. 16

Naturally it was taken for granted at the time that Claude's incomprehensible
behaviour sprang from a repugnance he had somehow conceived towards the
practice of law. Fr. Thomas is probably correct in suggesting that at the time
Claude did not know his own mind fully then but when some time later he decided
to do a very special retreat to search in prayer and with the guidance of a director for
what was God's will for him, part of the process was to put on paper a clarification
of his own mind and to inform his spiritual director of his honest reactions to the
various options open to him. In that revealing document, which has providentially
survived, we have his own personal statement of his reactions to a career in law
and it is more helpful to quote it here than when dealing with that decisive retreat.
These notes, as we have remarked earlier, are in the form of a dialogue with his
own heart. He has been discussing the various secular options - soldier, financier,
and barrister. He ruled out the first two as not for him. He then goes on to weigh
up the pros and cons of the robe, i.e. the legal profession.

Hence

would

examine a little what you
would like the law and
that, following your natural bent, you would defend the poor, the widow and
the orphans, when right is on their side. You would be zealous even in that
charge, you would worthily acquit yourself of it, if in all this your desire to
please everybody did not expose you to the danger of disrupting all your
good plans and resolutions. You would like to do your duty because you
are religious, and yet you would like to listen to those who make all sorts of
requests of you, because you like to satisfy everybody. Such a career would be
in conformity with your secret and extreme tenderness towards your parents.
You would be able to see them frequently and comfort them after their great
labours. You claim that your diplomacy would be a great help to you when
you approach those in power, and that your kindness would draw everybody's
hearts to you, and the opportunities for public speaking would earn for you
everyone's esteem and applause. In order to satisfy that ambition, which in any
state is going to be the strongest passion you have to contend with you would
carefully seek a function which would give you a chance to make frequent
speeches and addresses, and since you would not be satisfied with the simple
profession of a lawyer who relies mainly on public discourses and printed
documents, you would prefer a position which of itself would make you gain
the respect of others and give you the opportunity to constantly increase that
esteem by your significant speeches. 17
only the robe remains and

are seeking for in such a career.

I

I

like

you

to

believe that you

These candid statements of his frame of mind and natural tendencies need no
clarification. In them we recognise the personality of the young man that we have
been led to surmise from the exterior evidence up till now but at last we are able to
listen in to the inner

man speaking in so far as any one can be objective in describing

own inner states. Claude knows

that his heart is not a sufficiently reliable guide
of a career, that he must state the problems that strike the
intellect, as it were. He feels, for example, that he is called to a life of celibacy,
and that it would not fit in easily with the life as avocat or counsellor even when his
interpretations of that life seem more those of a social worker. It might be even
more dangerous to his salvation, he realises. Another reason he gives that the legal

his

to follow in the choice
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profession might not suit his temperament is that he has a scrupulous conscience
which would continually question the morality of his legal decisions and eventually
become depressed because of his failures, or else end up hardening his heart to

such considerations. But he just cannot make up his mind which to follow, his
heart or his head, in this matter of options for the life in the Parlement of Brittany
which has been the goal held out for him since a child, or in choosing what for
him may well be the better way to salvation. It is clear from the final paragraph
given to the consideration of a legal career that he did not reject that state of life
out of mere repugnance, that his "heart", puts up a strong case for opting for the
profession of the "robe":

You want me
firm and, as

to believe,
I

O my

become more

heart, that with age

rational,

I

would become more
I would

having a good conscience,

easy-going and less subject to corruption; that, more over, all
would disappear and since I am suffering enough because of my
natural inconstancy, I would be less subject in that profession to the regret
and chagrin that thoughtlessness causes. Finally, you might consider that,
as you grow older, you would be able to moderate your ambition and would
not follow that eager desire of advancing at any cost, and since you are greatly
inclined to give alms, you would be able to make me do good deeds and draw
on me enough of the Lord's grace to deliver me from my passions. 18

become

less

this vanity

And

he realises the argument could go on and on, not being able to decide for
is best. Instead he will trust in the Lord to guide his director to help
him decide. But he makes it quite clear that he is not turning his back on the world
because he fears or dislikes it. As he puts it, "My heart, I know by all the thoughts
you suggest, that you have no formal dislike for the world, no more than you have
so,

himself what

a dislike for the religious or the ecclesiastical life".

of mind as he was to express it during the retreat that
seems that having put aside the robe and
having refused to practise as an avocat he may have remained on at Rennes for
a time, presumably helping at the family business and following a very regular and
religious programme of life. But there is a total lack of concrete facts to go on. An
entry in a baptismal register reveals that Claude had acted as sponsor in Rennes
around Easter 1701, so it may well be that having terminated his law studies by
then he had remained on at Rennes helping out at the family business for the next
few months. There was plenty for him to do in the vast family enterprises, and his
success in the management of all the practical and legal aspects of his undertakings
in Paris later would seem to prove that not merely had he inherited much of his
parents' savoir-faire in these matters but also he must have had some experience
in management. He was a brilliant scholar but was no bookworm. The family
business, as we saw, was just across the street from the Hotel de la Monnaie where
his father had to be in attendance regularly though not by any means constantly.
By 1701 the new family home had been completed at the corner formed by the rue
Saint-Guillaume and rue de la Cordonnerie (rue de la Monnaie today). His sister
Jeanne-Franc,oise then 15 was still attending school, possibly with the Ursuline
Sisters beside the Jesuit college. His father's health had begun to give some cause
for worry, and that was one of the considerations that Claude had to face during his
retreat. He wrote, "My father is old and he will leave behind a lot of business affairs
which few besides myself will be able to put in order". He knew his obligations to
his parents; but life as a businessman, merchant or financier was not to his liking.
On one occasion later he was to mention that deep down he felt a slight grudge

This then was his

ended with
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state

a definite decision. It

owed their wealth to commerce rather than to inherited property
many with whom he had to rub shoulders. When eventually he did

that his parents
as nobles like

renounce

claim to a share in the family wealth in favour of his sister, it did not
By that time he had wholeheartedly embraced "lady poverty"'
as his bride. But one can well understand his puzzled father remarking that he was
not enamoured of the extreme form of virtue being practised by his son! Towards
the end of summer 1701 Claude and his family must have come to the conclusion
that the time had come for him to make up his mind definitely as to what career
he was to choose and in his uncertainty the most obvious course was to do a serious
retreat in the Jesuit retreat house where he would have the quiet and the leisure
to weigh matters up and seek counsel.
cost

him

all

a thought.
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